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Status of Uranium Atomic Vapor Laser

Isotope Separation Program

Demonstrations of plant-scale hardware embodying AVLIS technology were completed

in 1992. These demonstrations, designed to provide key economic a_wltechnical bases for

plant deployment, produced significant quantities of low enricJ_d uranium which could be

used for civilian power reactor fuel. We are working with industry to address the

integration of AVLIS into the fuel cycle. To prepare for deployment, a conceptual design

and cost estimate for a uranium enrichment plant were also completed. The U-AVLIS

technology is ready for commercialization.

The Uranium Enrichment Enterprise (UEE) of the Department of Energy (DOE) has

been vital to the fuel supply of nuclear power plants in the U.S. and overseas. From its

inception, the mission of the Uranium Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (U-AVLIS)

Program has been to provide the U.S. an enrichment technology that produces nuclear fuel

at a lower cost than current commercial technologies-gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge.

The overall objectives of the Program are to develop, demonstrate, and document a

uranium enrichment process that will ensure long-term U.S. competitiveness in the

uranium enrichment market and to deploy and transfer U-AVLIS technology to qualified

industrial organizations.

The role of the UEE in the international enrichment market has historically been

important because of its effects on energy security, national security, technological and

economic competitiveness, balance of trade, safeguards and nonproliferation, and

employment. An assessment of future enrichment market conditions, the potential

-. availability of the blended down high enriched uranium (HEU) from weapons retirement,

together with the capabilities of the UEE's current sources of production indicates that the
..

UEE needs to assure the availability of a low-cost advanced technology in order to continue
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its long-term successes in these policy areas and to meet important new goals for profitable

commercial operation and subseque,it privatization. Beyond the requirement for low

-. overall factory cost, the advanced technology should involve low capital cost per unit of

installed production capacity, low electrical power consumption, and low environmental,

safety and health (ES&H) liabilities.

U-AVLIS technology meets these overall requirements better than any other

enrichment process. Current U-AVLIS Program performance and cost projections confima

conclusions reached under different circumstances by previous DOE technology selection

processes -- that AVLIS enrichment capacity can be built at substantially lower unit capital

cost than new gas centrifuge capacity and can be operated at significantly lower overall

factory cost than such new capacity. The U-AVLIS process is believed to be the lowest-

cost enrichment technology, lt is one-fourth to one-half the projected future cost of

enrichment using the DOE gaseous diffusion plants because of the relatively low electric

energy requirements. Replacing existing gaseous diffusion capacity with a U-AVLIS

capacity would make available more than two thousand megawatts of electric power, the

equivalent of two large coal-fired generating plants. Important ES&H benefits presented

by the AVLIS technology include:

1) opportunities for long-term avoidance of the hazards and wastes associated with the

UF6 fuel cycle, because it is a metal-based enrichment process not UF6-based, and

it can interface with the fuel cycle using the less hazardous uranium oxide as feed

stock,

2) an enriched product with about one-fourth the alpha radioactivity of that produced

by gaseous diffusion or gas centrifuge since the AVLIS process does not enrich

234U, and

3) low future facility decontamination and disassembly costs due to the very compact

" nature of the AVLIS equipment in contact with uranium.

AVLIS technology will also conserve our natural energy resources. Due to its intense
..

stripping capability, it has relatively low uranium feed stock consumption. AVLIS requires

20% less uranium-ore to produce the same amount of nuclear fuel as gaseous diffusion and
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gas centrifuge technologies. These benefits, together with the recent advances in the key

AVLIS technol,-,,_yareas of separator engineering, laser engineering, optical engineering,

and materials science, make AVLIS the preferred technology for uranium enrichment in the

next century.

The U-AVLIS technology has been under development at the Lawrence Livemlore

National Laboratory (LLNL) since 1973 in a joint effort with Martin Marietta Energy

Systems. The process consists of three major subsystems: lasers, separators, and uranium

chemical processing to integrate the metal-based enrichment process with the nuclear fuel

cycle. During the enrichment process, lasers selectively excite and ionize 235U isotope in

an atomic vapor stream within the separator, and these ions are electromagnetically

collected as enriched product. After removal from the separator, the metal product is

chemically processed into a foma acceptable for production of conlmercial nucle:tr reactor

fuel.

We currently are operating the Uranium Demonstration System (UDS) to demonstrate

plant-scale, integrated uranium enrichment. Figure 1 shows the major elements of the UDS

at LLNL. The laser and separator systems in UDS were fully integrated in 1991, and a

series of subsystem demonstrations leading to long duration enrichment operations were

performed in the 1991-1992 period. These test runs produced tens of kilograms of

enriched uranium at an assay suitable for use in commercial power reactors. In December

1992, these runs culminated in a successful plant-scale, long duration, integrated

demonstration of the U-AVLIS technology. The major objective of this specific technology

demonstration was to confirm enrichment performance and to support capital and operating

cost projections. Ali objectives were met or exceeded in this major enrichment

demonstration. The UDS was operated for over 112 hours, including a significant time at

or exceeding uranium plant design throughput rates. Tonne quantities of uranium were

.. processed at an availability exceeding 96%, and significant quantities of enriched product

was collected. This represented a four-fold net increase in separative work units over that

previously generated by the AVLIS technology. Assays of the enriched product were

significantly above 2% 235U, in agreement with predictions. This important milestone
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completed the critical demonstration phase of the program for the enrichment system and

represents an important step toward commercialization of the AVLIS process.

•- Presently, all critical enrichment hardware for AVLIS has been tested at plaint-scale, and

the technology is largely ready for transfer to industrial participants. At the beginning of

1993, a total of 14chains of copper lasers were operating in the Laser Demonstration

Facility (LDF) producing more than 12,000 W of optical power. The majority of this

copper laser system has been in continuous 24-hour per day operation for the past 7 years,

accumulating about 2.5 million laser unit hours of operating experience. The mean time

between failure (MTBF) for these lasers has exceeded 1100 hours which is near the plant

design value. While some of these copper lasers are not fully pl_.ntprototypical, the current

reliability data base demonstrates that plant-scale copper lasers can be designed and built to

meet the pl,'mt goals. In the area of tunable lasers, dye laser chains have run at the pl:mt

i pulse repetition frequency and power loadings in the LDF. A plant-scale dye laser chain

has been in operation since 1992. In addition, the Program has demonst;ated combined

optical transport and dye conversion efficiencies which exceed the plant requirement.

Significant engineering progress has also been achieved in the sep_trator :uea. Mature

designs have been established for the uranium vaporizer and product and tails withdrawal

assemblies. These major elements of the separator system, along with ali required support

systems such as vacuum vessels, vacuum equipment, special power supplies, and

computerized controls have been in operation since 1991 and are re:tdy for deployment.

We are developing uranium feed and product conversion processes appropriate for this

metal-based enrichment technology, and our fuel cycle integration strategy is based on

broad industrial input from utilities, feed converters, fuel fabricators, and _n_etalsuppliers.

Our current approach for deployment of an initial U-AVLIS plant, which is expected to

have small to moderate capacity, is to maximize the use of fluoride based technologies in

" private industry to optimize AVLIS integration into the existing fuel cycle. Because of its

. smaller capacity, the metal feed for the initial plant can be acquired from the existing

commercial uranium metal producers using their existing capacity. Currently, we are

working with industry to optimize the existing process for the production of n,atural assay
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uranium metal from UF4. For long-term AVLIS feed requirements, we are evaluating a

non-fluoride feed conversion technology that offers a lower cost and generates less low-

. level waste. This technology has been shown to be feasible in small-scale tests. We are

currently developing cooperative programs with U.S. industry to insure that future AVLIS
|

feed can be supplied by the industry at a reasonable cost.

In the product conversion area, we have evaluated several industrial processes that can

convert AVLIS product into fuel grade UO2. For the initial AVLIS plant, we anticipate

delivery of mostly UF6 to fuel fabricators for compatibility with the existing fuel cycle.

Enriched UO3 or metal could also be provided to those who will accept it. Technologies

currently in use by the fuel cycle industry can be adopted to provide the needed conversion

services, although some facility modification might be required. Cooperative programs are

being pursued with the commercial fuel cycle industry to develop industrial UF6

conversion services. To optimize long-term economic and environmental benefits, the

AVLIS Program is evaluating non-UF6 interfaces (UO3 or metal) with the fuel fabricators.

Subcontracts have already been ir.itiated with industry to evaluate the non-UF6 fuel

conversion processes, including the direct reduction of UO3 to UO2. Key steps required

for the conversion of AVLIS metal product to purified UO3 and the direct conversion of

UO3 to UF6 have a sound technology base and, in general, exist in the nuclear industry.

Recently, we have acquired AVLIS-specific c_issolutionand solvent extraction data that

meet the plant design goals. In 1992, the AVLIS Program completed a series of powder

evaluation tests using UO3 produced by a modified direct denitration process. These tests

indicated that this process can be used to produce good quality fuel pellets with densities in

the desired 94-97% theoretical density range. Figure 2 shows a sample of UO 2 fuel pellets

fabricated from UO3 powder produced by the AVLIS product conversion processes.

In the future, the U-AVLIS Program will focus on activities that have relatively high
o.

benefit-to-cost ratios such as completion of life cycle testing of pla_'lthardware and

• performance of plant design activities that will support an NRC license preapplication



A conceptual design of a baseline production plant (11 MSWU/year) was completed in

1992 and documented in a 14-volume U-AVLIS Production Plant Conceptual Design

. Report. This baseline plant has the capacity to produce ~ 1700 metric tons of enriched

uranium per year at isotopic assays ranging from 2 to 5 wt% 235U. Figure 3 provides a

flow diagram of the plant systems. A recently completed Independent Cost Estimate

Review has validated our capital and operating cost estimates for the baseline plant.

Several regulatory reviews were conducted, including an indoctrination review with the

NRC technical staff.

To achieve plant deployment, we need to take the technology from its current

engineering phase to commercial application as soon as possible. On October 24, 1992

legislation was passed by the U.S. Congress establishing the United States Enrichment

" Corporation (USEC) and transferring the U.S. enrichment services from DOE to this new

corporation. This is a first step toward the private sector deployment of the AVLIS

technology. Deployment of the AVLIS technology by the newly formed USEC has the

potential for substantially reducing future enrichment costs, and thereby enhancing the

corporation's com_nercial viability and market share. We are beginning to work with the

USEC to define the optimum approach to AVLIS commercialization, considering their

overall strategic plans.

In conclusion, the recent enrichment demonstrations in UDS have resolved ali

remaining key technical issues associated with the performance of the enrichment process.

Ali critical technology components have been tested at plant-scale and plant-architectttre.

We have established significant design, engineering, and operation data bases and are

prepared to begin the next phase of production plant design for commercialization.

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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